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Overview 
In AppGate SDP the Gateways have built in load balancing but the Controllers need to sit behind some 

sort of third party load balancing/distribution system. This can take the form of a DNS load balancer 

which simply redirects the requests or an in-line load balancer which is forwarding the traffic it receives 

to one of the Controllers it manages. 

Azure offers components you can use to cover both these options; the ‘Traffic Manager profile’ for DNS 

load balancing and the ’Load balancer’ for in-line traffic forwarding. 

We will cover both in this step-by-step guide as well as some general pre-requisites for using any form of 

load balancing. 

Controller load balancing 
AppGate SDP Controllers are designed to be load balanced and just by enabling the Controller function 

for any given Appliance it will become available for load balanced use after a few minutes of replication. 

For more details of using multi-Controllers there is a separate guide.   

When using any load balancer in any environment there is one thing that needs to be done in AppGate 

SDP to allow it to work at all. We need to add the DNS name/Public IP of the chosen load balancing 

component to the self-signed Certificate.  

In the admin UI go to System>Appliances>Networking>Advanced Settings>Extra Hostnames In 

Certificate. Click + Add new and then for Hostname enter the DNS name/Public IP of the load balancer 

being used. You will then need to renew the certificates on the System>Appliances form, choose Renew 

Certificate for the affected appliance. 

 

 

Choosing ‘Traffic Manager profile’ or ’Load balancer’ 

Load balancer 
There is no hard and fast rule however in the Azure world ‘Load balancer’ can be considered a key 

element in any High Availability or auto-scaling set up. When you create a back-end pool for your 

Controllers this is associated to an Azure availability set thus ensuring that they will never all be down at 

the same time. This in turn means that the Controller instances will likely be in the same resource group 

and/or location. There are no specific ways to weight or route traffic – it just checks on the health of the 

VM and will distribute traffic across all healthy VMs. 

  

https://appgate.trafficmanager.net:444/ui/
https://appgate.trafficmanager.net:444/ui/
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Traffic Manager profile 
The ‘Traffic Manager profile’ is quite different in as much as it does offer 

ways to weight or route traffic. It also makes no suggestion that back-

end systems need to be in the same resource group and/or location. 

So this component is much more suited to set-ups which have a main 

site and a fail-over site, or where you want to have two systems in 

different locations possibly for performance reasons such as minimising 

sign-in times on different continents. 

Configuring Load balancer 
In the Load balancer blade go to SETTINGS.  

Frontend IP configuration is where the association to the external Public 

IP takes place. This is the DNS name/Public IP which we need to add to 

the Controller Certificate. 

Backend pools is where we first create the Controller pool and then add 

the Controllers themselves to the pool. 

Health probes are used by Azure to query the Controllers to see if they are alive and available for traffic. 

AppGate SDP Controllers are very locked-down so a specific configuration can be set to allow this. In the 

admin UI go to System>Appliances>Networking>Advanced Settings and enable the Healthcheck Server.

 

The Controller healthcheck service runs an http server listening on given port. The service will answer 

with HTTP 200 if the system is health is healthy or warning and HTTP 503 service unavailable if the 

system health is error. This should be used to provide healthchecks for load balancers. You need to add 

the IP address of the NIC of the load balancer to allow it to communicate with the Controller. 
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Load balancing rules is where you specify what traffic is to be 

sent where. This is all straight forward. Make sure for Session 

persistence you selected to Client IP. This gives persistence even 

across different protocols which is very useful if you have 

configured SPA to use UDP-TCP (UDP over DNS on port 53 + SPA-

TCP on port 443), as without this it might not work as intended 

when using a Load balancer. 

Create rules for TCP 443 and TCP 444. 

If you are using SPA in UDP-TCP mode then create a third rule 

for UDP 53 again using Session persistence selected to Client IP. 

Inbound NAT rules are useful for SSH access if you are allowing 

this from the internet (not recommended). With SSH it is good to be able to connect to the Controller 

you require rather than which ever one Azure chooses. You might for instance be upgrading them.  

Set up 2 rules for SSH. 

Rule 1 
Set up all the fields and specifically these options: 

Service: SSH 

Protocol: TCP 

Port: 22  

Target virtual machine: the first Controller 

Port mapping: Default 

 

Rule 2 

Set up all the fields and specifically these options: 

Service: Custom 

Protocol: TCP 

Port: 23 (this is the inbound port) 

Target virtual machine: the second Controller 

Port mapping: Custom 

Target port: 22 (this is the destination port) 
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Configuring Traffic Manager profile 
In the Traffic Manager profile blade go to SETTINGS.   

Configuration is where we specify how we want it to behave. 

Set up all the fields and specifically these options: 

Routing method: to suit the situation you have 

Endpoint monitor settings 

Protocol: TCP or HTTPS 

Port: 444 

Note1: The reasons for this choice of Endpoint monitor are the same as for the Health probes discussed 

already. There is the additional option of TCP in this case which we recommend. The reason for using 

HTTPS would be because the Traffic Manager is an internet based service so there might be some sort of 

protocol aware firewall between Traffic Manager and the Controller that only allows HTTPS through. 

This could even be the Azure Network Security Group setting!   

Note2: If using HTTPS be aware that the cipher options used by Traffic Manager are based on Server 

2012R2 and these are quite old/weak. The Controller, being much newer only uses the latest/strong 

ciphers by default. Unfortunately, there are no shared ciphers between the two so the SSL negotiation 

fails and the monitor fails to work. To use HTTPS you need to add a cipher to the Controller. To do this, 

login with SSH and from the command line on the Controller do: 

sudo cz-config set peerInterface/httpsCiphers 'ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384:ECDHE-RSA-

AES128-GCM-SHA256:ECDHE-RSA-AES256-SHA384' 

This will add a shared cipher so that the SSL negotiation will now work and the monitor will behave as it 

should. 

Endpoints is where we specify the Controllers to be load balanced. Click the + Add to add an endpoint. 

Under Target resource type choose public IP address then select the Controller. Repeat for the second 

one. 

Resources 
You’ll find additional resources on the AppGate website. 

The AppGate SDP product documentation is available here: 

• Admin Guide: https://sdphelp.appgate.com/adminguide 

• Client User Guide: https://sdphelp.appgate.com/userguide 

Access to our support services (including further articles) is via the customer portal. 

 

Thank you, and we hope you find AppGate SDP to be a valuable solution to your security challenges.  

 

https://www.appgate.com/
https://sdphelp.cyxtera.com/adminguide
https://sdphelp.cyxtera.com/userguide
https://cyxtera.service-now.com/csm
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